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CASE #

TYPE

LOCATION

SUMMARY

55438-18

Narcotics

Point Pleasant
Drive

55503-18
55210-18

Disturbance
Verbal
(Initially
Follow Up)

Seaford Place

18-55431

Burglary
Residence

Canal Avenue

18-55500

Traffic Stop

Water Oak Road

Deputies attempted a traffic stop on a reckless driver (red Saturn
bearing Florida tag UVB1P) on Point Pleasant Drive. The vehicle has
fled from law enforcement on two prior occasions. The vehicle fled
from Deputies and was not pursued. It was discovered the driver,
S1 was at Sakura’s. Units responded and placed S1 under arrest
inside the restaurant without incident. The vehicle was also located
behind the restaurant. S1 was arrested for fleeing and eluding,
possession of methamphetamine, DWLS with knowledge, and
possession of drug paraphernalia.
Deputies responded due to V1 getting released and now being
threatened by V2’s father by telephone, S1, who resides in another
state. While on scene, S1 arrived and a verbal argument began
between both parties. Parties calmed down and separated.
Charges for assault on S1 for his threats to harm him and showing
his intent to harm him by traveling from out of state to the
residence were signed at the request of V1 to be submitted to the
SAO. V1 also turned over his firearm and ammunition per the no
contact order he was issued upon his release. The original victim,
V2, was not on scene, was not involved in the incident, and resides
out of the county.
V1 reported a delayed Burglary to his residence on Canal Avenue.
V1 stated that someone entered his residence which was secured
and stole multiple items. The suspect also attempted to steal a golf
cart located on the property but crashed it into a privacy fence
which caused damage to both.
Conducted surveillance on Water Oak Road in reference to
complaints reference narcotics activity. Conducted a traffic stop on
vehicle leaving that location. Identified three subject’s involved
with that residence, see call for further details.

